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globalization debate is really about whose interests are served by global elites,
and how we need to go about reclaiming a democracy that serves ordinary
people. This book should transform public discourse in America."" -Robert
Kuttner, founding coeditor of the American Prospect and a contributing
columnist to BusinessWeek ""Jeff Faux's astonishing story of how class works
will scandalize the best names in Wall Street and Washington-especially the
much admired Robert Rubin, who along with other elites colluded behind the
backs of ordinary citizens in Mexico, Canada, and the United States. The most
Tracing how the emergence of global capitalism gave rise to the Thirty Years' Crisis
cynical Americans will be shocked by the sordid details. This really is an
When, in 2013, the Daily Mail labeled Ralph Miliband “The Man Who Hated Britain,” a diverse important book."" -William Greider, author of The Soul of Capitalism and
host rallied to his defense. Those who had worked with him – from both left and right – praised his Secrets of the Temple ""Globalization is a cover for American imperialism, but
work and character. He was lauded as “one of the best-known academic Marxists of his
the beneficiaries are not the American people at the expense of foreigners but
generation” and a leading figure of the New Left. Class War Conservatism collects together his most corporate executives at the expense of working-class and poor people
significant political essays and shows the scope and brilliance of his thinking. Ranging from the
wherever they may be. Jeff Faux offers a comprehensive and devastating
critical anatomy of capitalism to a clear-eyed analysis of the future of socialism in Britain, this
analysis."" -Chalmers Johnson, author of The Sorrows of Empire
selection shows Miliband as an independent and prescient thinker of great insight. Throughout, his The Global Class War
writing is a passionate and forcefully argued demand for social justice and a better future.
The New Class War
How to build a movement to confront climate change The climate crisis is not primarily a problem of The Invisible Class Struggle in America
‘believing science’ or individual ‘carbon footprints’ – it is a class problem rooted in who
On New Terrain
owns, controls and profits from material production. As such, it will take a class struggle to solve. In The War Between the Classes
this ground breaking class analysis, Matthew T. Huber argues that the carbon-intensive capitalist class Race, Class, and Conflict in Revolutionary Virginia
must be confronted for producing climate change. Yet, the narrow and unpopular roots of climate
The Class Struggle in Latin America
The Archaeology of Class War weaves together material culture, documents, oral
politics in the professional class is not capable of building a movement up to this challenge. For an
histories, landscapes, and photographs to reveal aspects of the strike and life in early
alternative strategy, he proposes climate politics that appeals to the vast majority of society: the
twentieth-century Colorado coalfields unlike any standard documentary history.
working class. Huber evaluates the Green New Deal as a first attempt to channel working class
Excavations at the site of the massacre and the nearby town of Berwind exposed tent
material and ecological interests and advocates building union power in the very energy system we
platforms, latrines, trash dumps, and the cellars in which families huddled during the
need to dramatically transform. In the end, as in classical socialist movements of the early 20th
attack. Myriad artifacts--from canning jars to a doll's head--reveal the details of daily
Century, winning the climate struggle will need to be internationalist based on a form of planetary
existence and bring the community to life.
working class solidarity.
“A detailed and provocative study of how capital has changed since the 1980s and its
When Workers Shot Back: Class Conflict from 1877 to 1921 explores how workers escalated their
tactics, even taking up arms, to disrupt the capitalist economy and extract concessions that prevoked effects on the working class and political parties in the USA.” —Scottish Left Review On
New Terrain challenges conventional wisdom about a disappearing working class and
the consolidation of capital and economic and political reform.
the inevitability of a two-party political structure as the only framework for struggle.
And Other Essays
Through in-depth study of the economic and political shifts at the top of society, Moody
The War Against the Working Class
shows how recent developments in capitalist production impact the working class and its
Building Socialism on a Warming Planet
power to resist the status quo. He argues that this transformed industrial terrain offers
Class War
new possibilities for organization in the workplace and opens doors for grassroots,
The Judiciary's Class War
independent political action strengthened by reemerging labor and social movements.
Origins of the Class War Tendency
From the logistics revolution to the unprecedented concentration of business and wealth
U.S. Imperialism and Class Struggle in Colombia
For ten years, Tory Britain has burned. From Brixton ’81 to Oxford, Cardiff, in the hands of the one percent, On New Terrain examines the impact of the current
economic terrain on the working class in the United States. Looking beyond the clichés
and Tyneside ’91 the unforgivable have risen and seized back their streets.
of precarity and the gig economy, Moody shows that the working class and its own selfWith a petrol bomb in one hand a biro in the other, Class War was there. And
activity are essential in the global battle against austerity. “[A] masterful and muchClass War is here—fearless, hilarious and, for the rich and powerful of this
benighted isle, absolutely terrifying. In these explosive pages you can find out needed book.” —Solidarity “Immediately shakes the reader by offering a hard hitting,
concrete and sober analysis of the transformation of both the capitalist and working
how to tell if your neighbours are yuppies (and how to make their cars
classes of the USA.” —Bill Fletcher, Jr., coauthor of Solidarity Divided “He explodes
contribute to global warming if they are), how to make a splash at the Henley
myths about the gig economy and the potential to transform the Democratic Party.
regatta, and how to go on a shopping spree without any money. Here you will
Readers will put the book down convinced that there is a way for workers to win.”
discover why Joe Strummer rocks against the rich, the astonishing blood ties
—LaborNotes
between Her Majesty the Queen and Adolf Hitler and, in a few words, the
In a reporting tour de force, award-winning journalist Steven Brill takes an
difference between Neil Kinnock and a slime monster. Publishers’ Warning!
This book contains explicit language and illustration which may offend yuppies, uncompromising look at the adults who are fighting over America’s failure to educate its
police officers, members of the royal family and people who think the world can children—and points the way to reversing that failure. IN a reporting tour de force, awardwinning journalist Steven Brill takes an uncompromising look at the adults who are
be changed by holding hands and singing “We shall overcome.”
A clear, accessible analysis of the worsening distribution of income and wealth fighting over America’s failure to educate its children—and points the way to reversing
that failure. Brill’s vivid narrative—filled with unexpected twists and turns—takes us from
in America.
“The definitive history of an important but largely forgotten labor organization the Oval Office, where President Obama signs off on an unprecedented plan that will
and its heroic struggles with an icon of industrial capitalism.” —Ahmed A. White,infuriate the teachers’ unions because it offers billions to states that win an education
author of The Last Great Strike This rich history details the bitter, deep-rooted reform “contest”; to boisterous assemblies, where parents join the fight over their
conflict between industrial behemoth International Harvester and the uniquely children’s schools; to a Fifth Avenue apartment, where billionaires plan a secret fund to
promote school reform; to a Colorado high school, where students who seemed
radical Farm Equipment Workers union. The Long Deep Grudge makes clear
that class warfare has been, and remains, integral to the American experience, destined to fail are instead propelled to college; to state capitols across the country,
providing up-close-and-personal and long-view perspectives from both sides of where school reformers hoping to win Obama’s “contest” push bills that would have
the battle lines. International Harvester—and the McCormick family that largely been unimaginable a few years ago. It’s the story of an unlikely army—fed-up public
school parents, Ivy League idealists, hedge-funders, civil rights activists, conservative
controlled it—garnered a reputation for bare-knuckled union-busting in the
Republicans, insurgent Democrats—squaring off against unions that the reformers claim
1880s, but in the twentieth century also pioneered sophisticated unionare protecting a system that works for the adults but victimizes the children. Class
avoidance techniques that have since become standard corporate practice. On
Warfare is filled with extraordinary people taking extraordinary paths: a young woman
the other side the militant Farm Equipment Workers union, connected to the
Communist Party, mounted a vociferous challenge to the cooperative ethos that who goes into teaching almost by accident, then becomes so talented and driven that
fighting burnout becomes her biggest challenge; an antitrust lawyer who almost brought
came to define the American labor movement after World War II. This
down Bill Gates’s Microsoft and now forms a partnership with Bill and Melinda Gates to
evocative account, stretching back to the nineteenth century and carried
through to the present, reads like a novel. Biographical sketches of McCormick overhaul New York’s schools; a naïve Princeton student who launches an army of
school reformers with her senior thesis; a California teachers’ union lobbyist who
family members, union officials and rank-and-file workers are woven into the
becomes the mayor of Los Angeles and then the union’s prime antagonist; a stubborn
narrative, along with anarchists, jazz musicians, Wall Street financiers, civil
young teacher who, as a child growing up on Park Avenue, had been assumed to be
rights crusaders, and mob lawyers. It touches on pivotal moments and
learning disabled but ends up co-founding the nation’s most successful charter schools;
movements as wide-ranging as the Haymarket “riot,” the Flint sit-down strikes,
and an anguished national union leader who walks a tightrope between compromising
the Memorial Day Massacre, the McCarthy-era anti-communist purges, and
enough to save her union and giving in so much that her members will throw her out.
America’s late twentieth-century industrial decline. “A capitalist family
Brill not only takes us inside their roller-coaster battles, he also concludes with a
dynasty, a radical union, and a revolution in how and where work gets
done—Toni Gilpin’s The Long Deep Grudge is a detailed chronicle of one of thesurprising prescription for what it will take from both sides to put the American dream
back in America’s schools.
most active battlefronts in our ever-evolving class war.” —John Sayles
Acclaim for The Global Class War ""You will never think about 'free trade' the Most people think of class as a ranking system—the more you have, the higher your
class status. In contrast to this view, in this new study author Gus Bagakis demonstrates
same way after reading Jeff Faux's superb book. As Faux makes clear, the
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Dialectics of Class Struggle in the Global Economy
that class is a tool that explains how the capitalist system works and why the class
Occupy
struggle is invisible. Capitalism was and is a developing system in which the working
class is turned into a commodity, selling its labor power to the capitalist class that owns Seeing through the System
American Combat Soldiers and Vietnam
the factories, businesses, and corporations. While capitalism claims to promote
efficiency, wealth, and freedom, it is also a system where the rich are getting richer, the The Colorado Coalfield Strike of 1913-1914
earth and climate are being destroyed, and the poor get more and more desperate with A Teacher's Diary
In Rich Man's War historian David Williams focuses on the Civil War experience of people in
each passing day. All of this is happening because we live in a system that stunts
the Chattahoochee River Valley of Georgia and Alabama to illustrate how the exploitation of
personality and corrupts human relations by pitting people against one another for
economic gain. Through class analysis, Bagakis explains that we must take off the filters enslaved blacks and poor whites by a planter oligarchy generated overwhelming class conflict
across the South, eventually leading to Confederate defeat. This conflict was so clearly
that we’ve been indoctrinated with, so that we can see how personal, social, and
international problems develop. Primary among these false filters is the idea that we are highlighted by the perception that the Civil War was "a rich man's war and a poor man's fight"
that growing numbers of oppressed whites and blacks openly rebelled against Confederate
all middle class and so there are no class conflicts in our society. Seeing through the
authority, undermining the fight for independence. After the war, however, the upper classes
System seeks to help students, workers, social activists, and those interested in
encouraged enmity between freedpeople and poor whites to prevent a class revolution. Trapped
understanding the reasons behind many of the problems in the world today. You can
come to understand how our society was put together, how it works, and how it can be by racism and poverty, the poor remained in virtual economic slavery, still dominated by an
almost unchanged planter elite. The publication of this book was supported by the Historic
transformed.
Chattahoochee Commission.
Class, Caste, and Confederate Defeat in the Lower Chattahoochee Valley
"This is a very important book."--Martin Wolf, Financial TimesA provocative look at how
How Capital Is Reshaping the Battleground of Class War
today's trade conflicts are caused by governments promoting the interests of elites at the expense
It's Only Called Class Warfare When We Fight Back
of workers Longlisted for the 2020 Financial Times & McKinsey Business Book of the Year
Class War and Race War on the Dvina, 1940-46
Award "Worth reading for [the authors'] insights into the history of trade and finance."--George
Melloan, Wall Street Journal Trade disputes are usually understood as conflicts between
Between Stalin and Hitler
countries with competing national interests, but as Matthew C. Klein and Michael Pettis show,
Stories of Working People and Veterans Who Just Couldn't Take It Anymore
Historian Jacques Pauwels applies a critical, revisionist lens to they are often the unexpected result of domestic political choices to serve the interests of the rich
the First World War, offering readers a fresh interpretation that at the expense of workers and ordinary retirees. Klein and Pettis trace the origins of today's trade
challenges mainstream thinking. As Pauwels sees it, war offered
wars to decisions made by politicians and business leaders in China, Europe, and the United
benefits to everyone, across class and national borders. For
States over the past thirty years. Across the world, the rich have prospered while workers can no
European statesmen, a large-scale war could give their countries longer afford to buy what they produce, have lost their jobs, or have been forced into higher
new colonial territories, important to growing capitalist
levels of debt. In this thought-provoking challenge to mainstream views, the authors provide a
economies. For the wealthy and ruling classes, war served as an
cohesive narrative that shows how the class wars of rising inequality are a threat to the global
antidote to social revolution, encouraging workers to exchange
economy and international peace--and what we can do about it.
socialism's focus on international solidarity for nationalism's
The Class Struggle in Latin America: Making History Today analyses the political and economic
intense militarism. And for the working classes themselves, war
dynamics of development in Latin America through the lens of class struggle. Focusing in
provided an outlet for years of systemic militarization -- quite particular on Peru, Paraguay, Chile, Colombia, Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela, the book
simply, they were hardwired to pick up arms, and to do so
identifies how the shifts and changing dynamics of the class struggle have impacted on the rise,
eagerly. To Pauwels, the assassination of Archduke Franz
demise and resurgence of neo-liberal regimes in Latin America. This innovative book offers a
Ferdinand in June 1914 -- traditionally upheld by historians as
unique perspective on the evolving dynamics of class struggle, engaging both the destructive
the spark that lit the powder keg -- was not a sufficient cause
forces of capitalist development and those seeking to consolidate the system and preserve the
for war but rather a pretext seized upon by European powers to
status quo, alongside the efforts of popular resistance concerned with the destructive ravages of
unleash the kind of war they had desired. But what Europe's elite capitalism on humankind, society and the global environment. Using theoretical observations
did not expect or predict was some of the war's outcomes: social based on empirical and historical case studies, this book argues that the class struggle remains
revolution and Communist Party rule in Russia, plus a wave of
intrinsically linked to the march of capitalist development. At a time when post-neo-liberal
political and social democratic reforms in Western Europe that
regimes in Latin America are faltering, this supplementary text provides a guide to the economic
would have far-reaching consequences. Reflecting his broad
and political dynamics of capitalist development in the region, which will be invaluable to
research in the voluminous recent literature about the First
students and researchers of international development, anthropology and sociology, as well as
World War by historians in the leading countries involved in the those with an interest in Latin American politics and development.
conflict, Jacques Pauwels has produced an account that challenges What America has at stake when some children go to school hungry and others ride in $1,000
readers to rethink their understanding of this key event of
strollers In an age of austerity, elite corporate education reformers have found new ways to
twentieth century world history.
transfer the costs of raising children from the state to individual families. Public schools, tasked
With urgency and clarity, Noam Chomsky speaks with the movement
with providing education, childcare, job training, meals, and social services to low-income
as it transitions from occupying tent camps to occupying the
children, struggle with cutbacks. Meanwhile, private schools promise to nurture the minds and
national conscience
personalities of future professionals to the tune of $40,000 a year. As Class War reveals, this
This innovative study, explores the relevance of class as a
situation didn’t happen by chance. In the media, educational success is framed as a consequence
theoretical category in our world today, arguing that leading
of parental choices and natural abilities. In truth the wealthy are ever more able to secure
traditions of class analysis have missed major elements of what
advantages for their children, deepening the rifts between rich and poor. The longer these
class is and how it operates. It combines instersectional theory divisions persist, the worse the consequences. Drawing on Erickson’s own experience as a
and materialism to show that culture, economics, ideology, and
teacher in the New York City school system, Class War reveals how modern education has
consciousness are all factors that go into making “class”
become the real “hunger games,” stealing opportunity and hope from disadvantaged children for
meaningful. Using a historical lens, it studies the experiences
the benefit of the well-to-do.
of working class peoples, from migrant farm workers in
Class War?
California’s central valley, to the “factory girls” of New
United States Before the Civil War
England, and black workers in the South to explore the variety of Reagan's Attack on the Welfare State and Its Consequences
working-class experiences. It investigates how the concepts of
The Privatization of Childhood
racial capitalism and black feminist thought, when applied to
Cocaine, Death Squads, and the War on Terror
class studies and popular movements, allow us to walk and chew
Capital, the State, and War
gum at the same time—to recognize that our movements can be
Class War Conservatism
diverse and particularistic as well as have elements of the
Years before Hillbilly Elegy and White Trash, a raucous, truth-telling look at the white working
universal experience shared by all workers. Ultimately, it argues poor -- and why they have learned to hate liberalism. What it adds up to, he asserts, is an
that class is made up of all of us, it is of ourselves, in all
unacknowledged class war. By turns tender, incendiary, and seriously funny, this book is a call to
our contradiction and complexity.
arms for fellow progressives with little real understanding of "the great beery, NASCAR-loving,
A scrabrously funny look inside the classroom from a teacher who church-going, gun-owning America that has never set foot in a Starbucks." Deer Hunting with
has had enough of a system that is on its knees and with morale
Jesus is Joe Bageant’s report on what he learned when he moved back to his hometown of
at rock-bottom. Intoning his mantra of ‘July, July, July!’ the
Winchester, Virginia. Like countless American small towns, it is fast becoming the bedrock of a
anonymous author – still a serving secondary school teacher –
permanent underclass. Two in five of the people in his old neighborhood do not have high school
ranges over his teaching career from his student practice to the diplomas or health care. Alcohol, overeating, and Jesus are the preferred avenues of escape. He
present day: from colleagues praying for a minor heart attacks so writes of: • His childhood friends who work at factory jobs that are constantly on the verge of
they can get six months paid leave and a foot in the door of
being outsourced • The mortgage and credit card rackets that saddle the working poor with debt
early retirement, to the increasing alienation of young people
• The ubiquitous gun culture—and why the left doesn’ t get it • Scots Irish culture and how it
and the alarming rise in mental health issues and self-harming.
played out in the young life of Lynddie England
Reasoning that it’s either laugh or cry, this teacher does both. Since the late 1990s, the United States has funneled billions of dollars in aid to Colombia,
Heartfelt and seriously funny, Class War is a diary account
ostensibly to combat the illicit drug trade and State Department-designated terrorist groups. The
written as therapy, and an inside look like no other at the
result has been a spiral of violence that continues to take lives and destabilize Colombian society.
pressure-cooker that is a secondary school. Hilarious, heartThis book asks an obvious question: are the official reasons given for the wars on drugs and
breaking and impassioned, this is a book about the value and
terror in Colombia plausible, or are there other, deeper factors at work? Scholars Villar and
importance of good teachers and good schools in a world where
Cottle suggest that the answers lie in a close examination of the cocaine trade, particularly its
lack of resources and ever increasing demands place intolerable
class dimensions. Their analysis reveals that this trade has fueled extensive economic growth and
strains on them, Class War is a heartfelt portrait of the
led to the development of a "narco-state" under the control of a "narco-bourgeoisie" which is not
profession of teaching and a state education system where no one interested in eradicating cocaine but in gaining a monopoly over its production. The principal
should be left behind but too many are.
target of this effort is the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), who challenge that
The New Class Conflict
monopoly as well as the very existence of the Colombian state. Meanwhile, U.S. business
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interests likewise gain from the cocaine trade and seek to maintain a dominant, imperialist
relationship with their most important client state in Latin America. Suffering the brutal
consequences, as always, are the peasants and workers of Colombia. This revelatory book
punctures the official propaganda and shows the class war underpinning the politics of the
Colombian cocaine trade.
Until publication of Riches, Classes, and Power, Alexis de Tocquerville's vision of the United
States as a generally egalitarian nation predominated. While historians might quarrel about the
social sources of egalitarianism, they did not dispute the soundness of the basic model; and
Tocqueville's vision clearly dominated American's sense of itself as well. A self-acknowledged
congenital skeptic, Pessen decided to find out whether the facts of American life sustained
Tocqueville's conclusions. Riches, Class, and Power, represents more than five years' intensive
research on the wealth, family backgrounds, careers, marriages, residential patterns, uses of
leisure, life-styles, social standing, and influence and power of the wealthy in four of the five
largest cities in the United States before the Civil War. Pessen examines New York City,
Philadelphia, Boston and the then-separate city of Brooklyn in the 1820s and 1840s. His claim is
that the massive evidence on urban life of the time sharply refutes Tocqueville's thesis. A
National Book Award finalist for history, Riches, Class, and Power undoubtedly helped reshape
America before the Civil War. In his reintroduction to this paperback edition, Pessen reviews the
critical reaction, and reconsiders the extent to which its findings are applicable to the social
structure of small or frontier towns of the period. He discusses whether unequal distribution of
wealth in America results more from changes in historical circumstance or to shifts in
demographic or age structure.
Working-Class War: American Combat Soldiers and Vietnam
Class Warfare
Riches, Class, and Power
The Archaeology of Class War
What Americans Really Think about Economic Inequality
Deer Hunting with Jesus
Intersectional Class Struggle
A Decade of Disorder

poor and creating genuine opportunity for all. They find, for example, that across economic, geographical, and
ideological lines, most Americans support higher minimum wages, improved public education, wider access to
universal health insurance coverage, and the use of tax dollars to fund these programs. In this surprising and
heartening assessment, Page and Jacobs provide our new administration with a popular mandate to combat the
economic inequity that plagues our nation.
Covering the horrors that took place in Latvia from the beginning of the Second World War until 1947, this book
focuses on the heart of the 20th century: Stalinist industrialization, collectivization and political annihilation; Nazi
expansionism and genocide; with local nationalism, local nationalist rivalries, and local anti-Semitism. The author
traces the developments in one particular region of Latvia, Daugavpils. There, the dilemma of Hitler or Stalin, the
ideological struggle of fascism or communism was more acute than anywhere else in Europe since the population
was actively involved in establishing both.
Much ink has been spilled in attempts to prove that humans are only animals and are, like other species, only
aggressive. Marx distinguishes both class and cooperative relations as inorganic: humans create their subjectivity
through their mutual social production. They build upon their previous forms of social production and, with
capitalism, become not only an opposition of classes, but have the capacity for urban individualism and
cooperation. Dialectics of Class Struggle examines the historical development of classes from ancient times to
present. It analyses the development of ancient slavery into feudalism and the latter into capitalism. It focuses on
the laws and limits of capitalist development, the contradictions inherent in the capitalist state, revolutions in the
twentieth century and the possibilities for human freedom that they revealed. It concludes with an examination of
class struggles in the global economy and shows the human deprivations as well as the human possibilities.
Dispatches from America's Class War
How Rising Inequality Distorts the Global Economy and Threatens International Peace
Interviews with David Barsamian
Working-class War
Making History Today
How America's Bipartisan Elite Lost Our Future - and What It Will Take to Win It Back
Rebuilding the American Middle Class

What are Amy and Adam going to do about their love life? Neither Amy's traditionalist Japanese
parents nor Adam's snobby, upper-class mother will accept their relationship. To make things
worse, Amy and Adam are involved in the "color game" at school, an experiment that's designed
to make students aware of class and racial prejudices. Now the experiment threatens to alienate
Amy from her friends and tear her apart from Adam. She knows it's time to rebel against the
color game. But will the rest of the class follow her lead?
War often unites a society behind a common cause, but the notion of diverse populations all
In both Europe and North America, populist movements have shattered existing party systems and
rallying together to fight on the same side disguises the complex social forces that come into play
thrown governments into turmoil. The embattled establishment claims that these populist insurgencies
in the midst of perceived unity. Michael A. McDonnell uses the Revolution in Virginia to
seek to overthrow liberal democracy. The truth is no less alarming but is more complex: Western
examine the political and social struggles of a revolutionary society at war with itself as much as
democracies are being torn apart by a new class war. In this controversial and groundbreaking new
with Great Britain. McDonnell documents the numerous contests within Virginia over mobilizing
analysis, Michael Lind, one of America’s leading thinkers, debunks the idea that the insurgencies are
for war--struggles between ordinary Virginians and patriot leaders, between the lower and middle
primarily the result of bigotry, traces how the breakdown of mid-century class compromises between
classes, and between blacks and whites. From these conflicts emerged a republican polity rife
business and labor led to the conflict, and reveals the real battle lines. On one side is the managerial
overclass—the university-credentialed elite that clusters in high-income hubs and dominates government, with racial and class tensions. Looking at the Revolution in Virginia from the bottom up, The
Politics of War demonstrates how contests over waging war in turn shaped society and the
the economy and the culture. On the other side is the working class of the low-density
heartlands—mostly, but not exclusively, native and white. The two classes clash over immigration, trade, emerging new political settlement. With its insights into the mobilization of popular support, the
exposure of social rifts, and the inversion of power relations, McDonnell's analysis is relevant to
the environment, and social values, and the managerial class has had the upper hand. As a result of the
half-century decline of the institutions that once empowered the working class, power has shifted to the any society at war.
institutions the overclass controls: corporations, executive and judicial branches, universities, and the
This book traces the history of revolutions and counterrevolutions since 1917, in Russia, Korea,
media. The class war can resolve in one of three ways: • The triumph of the overclass, resulting in a
Vietnam, China, the countries of Eastern Europe, and Cuba. I present the evidence of their
high-tech caste system. • The empowerment of populist, resulting in no constructive reforms • A class
achievements and describe the wars they were forced to fight in self-defence. We can learn from
compromise that provides the working class with real power Lind argues that Western democracies must the efforts and the errors of the pioneers, even though their conditions of being pre-industrial and
incorporate working-class majorities of all races, ethnicities, and creeds into decision making in politics, dependent societies were very different from Britain’s today. The hope is that this book will
the economy, and culture. Only this class compromise can avert a never-ending cycle of clashes between
provoke thought about the future of our nation in order to help us to decide what we need to do,
oligarchs and populists and save democracy.
not to copy but to create.
Class Struggle in the New Testament engages the political and economic realities of the first century to
Class Conflict and Geopolitics in the Thirty Years' Crisis, 1914-1945
unmask the mediation of class through several New Testament texts and traditions. Essays span a range
Rich Man's War
of subfields, presenting class struggle as the motor force of history by responding to recent debates,
The Coming Class War and How to Avoid it
historical data, and new evidence on the political-economic world of Jesus, Paul, and the Gospels.
The Long Deep Grudge
Chapters address collective struggles in the Gospels; the Roman military and class; the usefulness of
Inside the Fight to Fix America's Schools
categories like peasant, retainer, and middling groups for understanding the world of Jesus; the class
The Great Class War 1914-1918
basis behind the origin of archangels; the Gospels as products of elite culture; the implication of
capitalist ideology upon biblical interpretation; and the New Testament's use of slavery metaphors,
When Workers Shot Back: Class Conflict from 1877 to 1921
populist features, and gifting practices. This book will become a definitive reference point for future
discussion.
An engaging collection of riveting stories about working people in United States history fighting back in
the darkest times.
The terms “Front-Row Kids” and “Back-Row Kids,” coined by the photographer Chris Arnade, describe
the divide between the educated upper middle class, who are staying ahead in today’s economy, and the
less educated working class, who are doing poorly. The differences in education—and the values
associated with elite schooling—have produced a divide in America that is on a par with that of race. The
judiciary, requiring a postgraduate degree, is the one branch of government that is reserved for the FrontRow Kids. Correspondingly, since the Warren era, the Supreme Court has basically served as an engine
for vindicating Front-Row preferences, from allowing birth control and abortion, to marginalizing
religion in the public space, to legislative apportionment and libel law, and beyond. Professor Glenn
Reynolds describes this problem in detail and offers some suggestions for making things better.
Theory and Practice
Trade Wars are Class Wars
A Story of Big Capital, Radical Labor, and Class War in the American Heartland
Climate Change as Class War
The Politics of War
War of the Classes
Saving Democracy from the Managerial Elite
Western societies are divided more clearly than ever before into the haves and the have-nots, the needy and the
greedy. In addition, neoliberal doctrines have been reshaped into more effective instruments of oppression and
domination. Through a fascinating dialogue with long-time collaborator and fellow activist David Barsamian,
Noam Chomsky explores this growing economic and social crisis, arguing that it is now acceptable political
discourse to discuss class warfare.Chomsky focuses his customarily critical eye on a range of themes and issues from Israel to East Timor, from the US federal reserve to women's rights, from transport subsidies to the dangers
of devolution - and touches on some of his more personal concerns, such as his teaching, his critics and local
labour disputes. Class Warfare is challenging, thought-provoking, illuminating and profound, and a powerful
road-map to the emerging global capitalism.
Recent battles in Washington over how to fix America’s fiscal failures strengthened the widespread impression
that economic issues sharply divide average citizens. Indeed, many commentators split Americans into two
opposing groups: uncompromising supporters of unfettered free markets and advocates for government solutions
to economic problems. But such dichotomies, Benjamin Page and Lawrence Jacobs contend, ring false. In Class
War? they present compelling evidence that most Americans favor free enterprise and practical government
programs to distribute wealth more equitably. At every income level and in both major political parties,
majorities embrace conservative egalitarianism—a philosophy that prizes individualism and self-reliance as well
as public intervention to help Americans pursue these ideals on a level playing field. Drawing on hundreds of
opinion studies spanning more than seventy years, including a new comprehensive survey, Page and Jacobs
reveal that this worldview translates to broad support for policies aimed at narrowing the gap between rich and
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